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Also online @ Prescott Web Page

Upcoming Events…….

May 14th Crazy Hair Day
May 14th PTO/Movie Night
May 15th Early Release Day, Dismissal
12:30pm
May 20th Grade 1 Field Trip
May 31st Family Fun Day
June 4th 3rd Grade Field Trip
June 12th 5th Grade Play Day
June 18th 2nd Grade Field Trip
June 19th Capron Park 5th Grade
June 23rd Prescott Field Day
June 26th Last Day, Dismissal at noon

We collected over $400.00 this
year, keep collecting!
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Don’t forget Lending Telescope Online
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April 
was a busy month. It was School Library Month, poetry month, and Earth Day.
We celebrated by reading and creating poems and making Earth Day signs. 4th grade
and 2nd grade continue to do research projects and 3rd grade has finished their slide
shows on geology. 1st grade finished a unit on fairy-tales and comparing different
versions. 5th graders are beginning a research project on an historical figure.
Coming up in May
: Battle of the Books will begin for grades 3-5. Teams of 6 students
representing all three grades will be formed and they will need to read all six books to
be ready for the Battle in mid-June. Many thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Bodenhofer for
hosting this event!
We will also be celebrating 
TV TurnOff/ ScreenFree
week May 4th - 8th. Students
who are interested in participating can’t use any screens from the time they get home
from school until the time they go to bed. Raffles will be held each day during the
week. Thanks to the Prescott PTO for supporting this event!
New in the library 
- MakerSpace! Each week or so a different activity will be set up in
the back of the library. When students have time, they may participate by reading the
instructions for that activity and letting their imagination guide them. So far they have
created flip books and 3D images. Tangram puzzles and legos will also be available.
Next up will be stop-animation movies.
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by Maria Brewer & Regina Sisk
We finished out a great year of
enrichment programs this past
week with a visit from the
Children’s Voices Theater troupe
from Vermont! The CVT inspired
all our Prescott students to
express
themselves
through
creative writing and performance. The duo
thoroughly entertained the students by acting
out an hour of original poems and stories
including ones actually written by our own
Prescott students!
After the theatrical performance - the
CVT held classroom workshops with
each class of 4th and 5th graders.
Students continued writing exercises
and learned how to compose, revise
and perform poetry using rhyming,
patterns & a whole lot of humor.
This program was supported in
part by a grant from the Norwood
Cultural Council, a local agency
which is supported by the
Massachusetts Cultural Council, a
state agency.
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Spring has sprung in First Grade! In April we celebrated Earth Day by
participating in a playground clean-up. We also took a nature sensory walk and
made observations. In honor of poetry month, we’ve been writing many different
types of poems, like nature poems, acrostic poems, shape poems, couplets,
haikus, and cinquians. Upcoming in May, we are looking forward to our field trip
on May 20th to Lego Land. One upcoming event we have is the Alphabet
Countdown to the Last Day of School. Basically each of the last 26 days of
school represents a letter and an activity that starts with that letter. Room
Parents may contact you for some supplies. Be on the lookout for more
information regarding this event. It’s amazing to see how much they have grown
since the beginning of school and developed into great readers, writers, and
mathematicians! We hope this continues through the end of the year and into
Second Grade!
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My Classroom has been working hard in April and May! Our themes have included
the plant life cycle, sorting, opposites and coins. We had a great time celebrating
Earth Day with our globe project and we made our moms keychains as a fine
motor project. We are looking forward to May and June with field trips and
more hands on activities. A special thank you to our student teacher Ms. Kara
Porter for all her help and hard work over the past few months! We will miss you!

Brandon making a keychain for his mom, our Earth Day Project
and FINALLY enjoying the nice weather!

Spring has arrived in Second Grade. In our science unit on plants we started learning about
about Geotropism. A very big word which means how a plant responds to gravity. We had several
plants sprout up and then we turned them over on their sides. The children were amazed at how
the plant shot up to try to reach the light of the sun! Next we moved on to Seed Dissection.
We observed a kidney bean dry and after it had sat in water overnight. We observed its color,
size, hardness. When we opened the seed up we saw the cotyledon. This part is known as the
“lunch box” for a young plant. The nourishment stored helps the plant to grow. Our next lesson
was Fast Plants. We planted radish seeds in pods and put them under a light with water
underneath. Over the weekend we were very surprised to see how high the plants had grown!
We measured them every day and when we had all of our results we found the median and made
a line plot. One of our favorite lessons was on Flower Dissection. In this lesson we dissected a
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yellow daffodil. We talked about the four parts of a flower, the sepals, petals, stamens and
pistils.Our new Unit this month is Weather. We began by learning about the direction of the
wind. (NSWE)
Soon we will be making cotton ball clouds, learning about the water cycle and humidity. As you
can see, Science is one of our favorite subjects!
This past month we finished our unit on fictional writing. The students drafted, revised, and
published their own stories. They learned that interesting things happen to characters in
fiction and they can use dialogue and descriptive language to help tell more in their stories.
While reading 
Dogzilla
by Dav Pilkey, we practiced writing about animal characters. We moved
on to read 
Brave Charlotte
by Anu Stohner and focused on writing something interesting that
happens to a character. Unique characters keep readers wanting to read more. Mimi the swan
who wanted to become a prima ballerina was certainly an unusual character in 
HONK! The
Story of a Prima Swanerina.We also did some work on poems and will continue this throughout
the year. In May we will begin working on writing friendly letters.
In reading we have been focusing on informational/biography books. Students learned about
the characteristics of a biography book and the information that can be found in them.
Students read multiple accounts of biographies on George Washington Carver. The students
named important events in George Washington Carver’s life. During read aloud time we read
Abe Lincoln at Last
by Mary Pope Osborne. This book brought up some interesting discussions
when comparing different types (or genres) of books such as fantasy, informational, and fiction.
This book is part of the Magic Tree House series. These books combine fantasy with real facts.
We also learned about the life of Helen Keller and how she overcame many obstacles in her life.
Her teacher Anne Sullivan was an important part of her success. The students loved listening
to the story 
Helen Keller and The Big Storm
by Patricia Lakin.
In math the students explored addition and subtraction strategies and used them to add 3 or
more numbers. They used yards, meters, and inches to measure distances. They collected data
and input the data into tables. During our math and science lessons students practiced creating
line plots and bar graphs. We are moving on to geometry.
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The Prescott third graders have been working hard and having fun! In English
Language Arts the students are excited to begin weekly “Fishbowl” discussions with
Mrs. Thornton. Each week 2 or 3 students make a presentation and answer
questions from classmates about a book that they have recently enjoyed reading. It
is great to see everyone so eager to read, to have their turn presenting, and to learn
more about their classmates’ books through engaging discussions. In mathematics,
the students are participating in a webbased program, Manga High, in which they
are able to earn medals for Prescott School by successfully completing online math
activities. This friendly competition has been a great way of practicing the skills that
they have learned through their work with the Envisions and Go Math programs. In
Science, our third graders just completed a projectbased Geology unit. The students
worked cooperatively in small groups to research a hazard caused by an earthquake.
After their research, they made a poster, slide show presentations or public service
announcement as a culminating project for this unit. Mr. Haffey was extremely
impressed with their hard work! In Social Studies, we are continuing our study of the
events leading up to the American Revolution. Everyone is looking forward to our
upcoming field trip to the Boston Tea Party Museum that will bring this unit to life. We
were able to raise over $600 for this trip at our 80s Dance Party while having a totally
awesome time! Thank you to all of the families that supported us at this event. While
we are thrilled at the financial success of this fundraiser, it was simply priceless to
see the students dancing the night away with their 80s clothes and attitudes!
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The fourth grade recently entered the Norwood Morrill Memorial Library’s 2015 Essay
Contest. The prompt was “The Literary Character I Would Most Like to Meet…” The
students will be judged on their development and organization, creativity, voice, and
craft. Essays will be submitted next week. We hope to have some winners representing
the Prescott School! Good luck!
“The Literary Character I Would Most Like to Meet”
by Cecilia Rosado
The character it would be really awesome to meet is Mr.Terupt from the book 
Because of Mr.Teruptby: Rob Buyea.
Mr.Terupt is Nice because he doesn’t yell at Peter for all the tricks he does. He is also nice because he let all of his students
play outside in the snow. Mr.Terupt is also smart and creative because he made up a thing for his classroom, it is a chain, he
puts it on the ceiling and every compliment they get they add one piece of the chain and once it touches the floor they get a
free day.
I want to meet Mr.Terupt because I want to see what he looks like. I would ask him how it felt about getting hit with
the snowball. I think Mr.Terupt would say that it hurt a lot but it was not Peter’s fault, just because he threw the snowball. I
would ask him if he still likes wrestling. I think he would say no because he got hurt and that was the reason he had brain
surgery and that is why it was not all Peters fault. I would ask him who is his favorite in the class. He would probably say that
he loves them all the same.
I would go to the museum with Mr.Terupt and look at the science projects and go see the found dinosaur bones, I
would go see the animals because he is a teacher so I think he would like it. I would go to see Mr.Terupts classroom to visit
Danielle, Jessica, Anna, Jeffrey, Luke, Peter, and Alexia and I would play with them for the day. I would take him to my
house and show him around my neighborhood. Then I would visit his house. I would like to go to Six Flags or Canobie Lake
with him so we could have fun, we would ride on things like roller coasters and we would eat food. I would also show him my
school. I would also read a book with him.That is the literary character I would most like to meet.

“The Literary Character I Would Most Like to Meet”
by Sean Steeves
The literary character I would most like to meet is Jamie Grimm. He is in the book "I Funny" by the author James
Patterson. I would like to meet Jamie because he is very funny. He won the state comedian competition, the region comedian
competition, and the funniest kid in the world competition. Jamie is very nice and he is always saying nice things to people,
he stands up to bullies and he helps people who are getting bullied by other kids, he helps his friends with homework if his
friends are feeling sad Jamie cheers them up by saying something nice to them.
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Jamie is encouraging. He tries his hardest even though he is in a wheelchair. A lot of the time he gets bullied but he
stands up for himself when no one else does. If he gets pushed down he gets right back up. Jamie is very positive if
someone makes fun of him he doesn't put his head down or cry if someone is teasing him he doesn’t say something mean
back to them. He always has a smile on his face. He is very mature. He can handle being on tv, he can handle being under
pressure, he can handle trying to be on tv and having time to play with his friends.
Those are the reasons why I would like to meet Jamie Grimm. We will take a plane to L.A. then we will visit all the
famous actors and singers. We will go on lots of shows. We will go to Disney land go on every ride there then we will go to
water parks then we will look at history sites. We will go to a L.A. Clippers basketball game and we will meet Chris Paul,
’s 
Blake Griffin. Then we will go to a L.A. Lakers game and meet Kobe Bryant and he will give us Koby 9
and Michael Jordan
will be there and he will give us four pairs of his new Air Jordans. We will finally go to a LA Dodgers game and get VIP
access to meet the players. That is what we would do and why I want to meet Jamie Grimm.

The Literary Character I Most Like to Meet
by Emma Naughton
What was it like to live in a graveyard your whole life? That is a question I would like to ask Bod from 
The Graveyard
Book 
by Neil Gaiman. Bod is very smart, curious, trustworthy, and so much more.
Bod was smart when he hid Scarlett in a safe place when Jack and the group known as The Jacks were chasing
Bod and Scarlett around the graveyard. He is very curious because he wants to learn and to explore the graveyard and sees
many different things that normal people wouldn’t see on a normal visit to the graveyard. He is trustworthy because his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.Owens trusted him to enter and return safely from the Ghoul Gate.
I want to meet Bod because he is kind and trustworthy. He is also brave like me! I would like to meet Bod’s
guardian,Silas, because I think he is pretty cool. I would tell Silas ¨Don’t be so overprotective and clingy to Bod.¨ I bet he will
say something mean back to me. I really would like to get to know Bod better. I will also ask him a whole bunch of questions
about where he went when he traveled the world, how it felt to almost be killed on purpose, and so much more.
We will return to the graveyard and visit everyone there. And then we will go visit the SLEER which are creatures
with three heads! I think that’s pretty crazy. Their the ones that sort of saved Bod’s life. They could be pretty useful. Then we
will go to the pizzeria that Bod and Silas went to in the end. We will also go to the library and check out some books. We also
will go to Six Flags and ride some roller coasters. We might even go to a Red Sox game!
Bod and I will have so much fun that day! I wish I could do it again but Bod is Bod and I am I, so if we meet again
we will do it all again.If you read my essay, I hope you will like to meet to meet Bod too!

I Would Most Like to Meet Logan Sweet
by: Meredith Cannon

The literary character I would most like to meet is Logan Sweet from the book 
The CandyMakers
by Wendy Mass. I
want to meet him because he was accepted into a candy making contest and won, with the help of his amazing friends. In
the contest, everyone was told by the judges themselves, to make any type candy at all, that they desired. Logan made a
chocolate bar, that after a few minutes, turned into gum, and then back to chocolate again. I would also like to take a tour of
his family's candy factory. I would like to meet him so that he could teach me how to make an awesome candy bar similar his
own. He is also an inventor,a candy maker and the candy maker’s son. I think thats pretty cool. He is kind, trustworthy, nice,
and a sweet boy, literary. I would love to be his friend. If I could go anywhere with Logan Sweet, I would go to the candy
factory, and I would make a chocolate bar with him and his friends. Those are some reasons why I would like to meet Logan
Sweet.
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Why I Want to Meet Napoleon Bridger
by: Ryan Mourad
The literary character I would most like to meet is Napoleon Bridger from the book 
Hoot by Carl Hiaasen. Napoleon is fast,
caring, and sneaky. Napoleon saved the owls at Mother Paulas from getting buried by a bulldozer. Thats why he is caring.
He is fast because he can catch a mullet with his bare hands. He is sneaky because he escaped out of jail without getting
caught. I want to meet Napoleon because he can catch a mullet with his bare hands and I want to ask him why he doesn’t
wear shoes. I also want to ask him why did he escape from the school his Mom put him in. When I am with Napoleon I want
to go to a river so he can teach me to catch a mullet with my bare hands. That is why I want to meet Napoleon Bridger from
the book 
Hoot
.
The reasons Why I Want to Meet Georgina Hayes

By Shannon Brady
The literary character I would most like to meet is Georgina Hayes from 
How to Steal a Dog 
by Barbara O’Conner.
Georgina is clever, sneaky, and determined. She’s clever because she came up with the plan to steal a dog. She’s sneaky
because she stole a dog without anyone knowing. She’s determined because she was going to live in a house no matter
what. Her traits are kind of like mine but I would never steal a dog. I want to meet Georgina because I want to know what it’s
like being homeless because in most of the book Georgina was homeless. Another reason is I want to know why she really
STOLE A DOG because it’s a really bad thing to do. If I did get to meet her we would go to many places in the book How to
Steal a Dog like the car that Georgina, her mom, and her brother Toby lived in for awhile. Then we will go to Carmella’s
house. Carmella is the person that Georgina stole the dog from but in the book they became really good friends. Then we will
go to the abandoned house that Georgina, her mom, and her brother Toby lived in for just a few weeks. Finally we would go
to the house that she moved into at the end of the book. That is why the literary character I would most like to meet is
Georgina Hayes from 
How to Steal a Dog
.
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Pictures from Our 5th Grade Field Trip to Patriots Place
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April - National Poetry Month
Below are some samples of a few poems written by our 5th grade students.

Baseball

I like it very much
National pastime of our land
It’s played every day
Different positions all hard
The catcher blocks the plate
The pitcher throws the ball
The batter steps in
Trying to get a hit
All he comes up with is a whiff
30 teams all want the prize
Only one will be successful
This year it will be the Fenway Faithful

Just A Dream

In my dreams I
soar through the sky,
I swim with the turtles,
I fish for sharks,
I climb tall trees,
I see my friends,
But then everything
Is gone and I wake up,
Just to realize, it was
Just a dream.

By Tyler Barrett
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Summer

Summer is a wonderful
time of a year,
because of your friends
and family,
all are together and
having a good time.
together your friends
and yourself,
are playing baseball in the
backyard,
every single part of
summer is a mystery.
and you never want it to
end but when it comes,
to an end just
remember it will come
again.
By Joey Duggan

The Slush Melter
3,000
Olivia Walsh

Now that Winter is gone
Spring has now arrived
But there are still markings,
that make the cold seem revived.
The cold drippy mess,
that blankets streets.
it causes people great stress
When they step into
this disgusting slush.
But do not fear,
you surely will be impressed,
That my new machine,
will destroy this Slush mess.
It wipes the goop from the street,
without lifting a finger,
Critics brag that it 
is
hard to beat
This splendid Slush Melter 3,000.
And you will certainly be happy to hear,
that there's a special offer,
Its on sale,
For only 600 dollars!
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Moon Moon



by Allyson Salvucci

Moon moon like a shining
light. Moon moon glowing
through the night
If I wished upon a star.
I would wish you weren't
so far
Moon moon like a
shining light. Moon moon
glowing through the night.

The Catch
by Michael Randall
Every year at the big game
my team the sluggers
always loses to those buggers
and we all known we can win the game
Today is the day when we play the big
game
the team is the flames that we play at
the big game
every year we lose in shame
This year will change at the big game
it’s 6 to 5 sluggers top of the sixth two
outs one of the flames
hits a line drive straight to me I caught it
we won.
Now the flames have lost in shame
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Friends 
by Julia Healy
T

hey are loyal to you forever

They know when to make a funny
joke
They never say never
They will never make you feel broke
They help when you're sad
They will make you feel wanted
They will not make you mad
I am so glad we bonded

I made a Machine
I made a machine
that takes me to the beach
and if I am hungry
it gives me a peach.
I made a machine
that does my chores
and for certain
I am never bored.
I made a machine
that can fight
but at night
he can snuggle tight.
by, Shane Delamere
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2015 Fine Arts Festival
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